In From the Cold
by Kate Spain

"Hot Cocoa" Quilt is 50” x 62". moda
In From the Cold
by Kate Spain

Quilt is 50” x 62”.

Fabric requirements

Cups: one “In From the Cold” Layer Cake (27150LC)
Cup Background: 1 yard (27156 11)
Sashing: 1 yard (9900 200 Bella Solid off white)
Steam and Inner Border: 1 yard (27156 15)
Border: 1 5/8 yards (27159 11)
Binding: 1/2 yard (27158 12)
Backing: 3 1/3 yards
Grey floss to stitch the steam
In from the Cold

by Kate Spain

Brrr! After a long day of sledding, making snowmen and snow angels...come In from the Cold to warm up a bit! Take off your mittens, hat and scarf and enjoy some freshly baked gingerbread cookies and a hot cup of cocoa topped with marshmallows!
These are the cutting instructions for the Cup Background and Steam in all nine blocks, the Sashing, Inner Border, Outer Border, and Binding.

**Cutting**

**Cup Background (for all 9 blocks):**
3-1½" x width of fabric strips
   - From the strips, cut 52-1½" squares
   - 9-1½" x 2½" rectangles
   - 6-1½" x 3½" rectangles
1-2" x width of fabric strip
   - From the strip, cut 9-2" squares
3-2½" x width of fabric strips
   - From the strips, cut 18-2½" squares
   - 6-2½" x 3½" rectangles
   - 6-2½" x 8½" rectangles
2-4½" x width of fabric strips
   - From the strips, cut 6-4½" x 7½" rectangles
2-5½" x width of fabric strips
   - From the strips, cut 6-5½" x 5" rectangles
   - 3-5½" x 10½" rectangles

**Sashing (Solid White):**
10-2½" x width of fabric strips
   - From 3 strips, cut 6-2½" x 14½"
   - From 4 strips, cut 2-2½" x 34½" and 2-2½" x 38½"
   - Sew 3 strips together end to end using a diagonal seam.
   - From this long strip, cut 2-2½" x 46½" strips.

**Steam and Inner Border:**
5-2½" x width of fabric strips
   - Sew the 5 strips together end to end using a diagonal seam.
   - From this long strip, cut 2-2½" x 42½" and 2-2½" x 50½" strips.
1-2" x width of fabric strip
   - From the strip, cut 9-2" squares (for Steam)
1-1½" x width of fabric
   - From the strip, cut 15-1½" squares (for Steam)

**Outer Border: (Cut lengthwise, parallel to the selvage.)**
2-4½" x 54½" and 2-4½" x 50½"

**Binding:**
6-2½" x width of fabric strips
   - Sew the strips together end to end using a diagonal seam for Binding.
Cutting

From the Layer Cake™ prints:

- Cup top: 1-6½" x 1½"
- Cup middle: 1-6½" x 2½"
- Cup bottom: 1-6½" x 4½"
- Half square triangle units: 3-2" squares Print 1, 3-2" squares Print 2
- Handle: 2-1½" x 2½", 1-1½" x 3½"
- Saucer: 1-8½" x 1½"

These pieces were cut on page 2:

- Cup Background: 6- 1½" square
  - 1-1½" x 2½"
  - 1-1½" x 3½"
  - 1-2½" square
  - 1-2½" x 8½"
  - 1-5½" x 10½"
1 Make the Large Handle (page 23).
Make the Saucer (page 24).

2 Make 6-1½" half square triangle units. (page 24)
Combine the 6 half square triangle units as shown.

3 Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows.
Add the steam (page 26).
Block 2

Cutting

From the Layer Cake™ prints:
- Cup top: 2-2½” x 4½”
  1-4½” square
- Cup bottom: 1-8½” x 2½”
- Handle: 3-1½” x 2½”
- Saucer: 1-8½” x 1½”

These pieces were cut on page 2:
- Steam: 5-1½” squares
- Cup Background: 4-1½” squares
  1-1½” x 2½”
  4-2½” squares
  2-2½” x 3½”
  2-4½” x 7½”

10½” x 14½” with seams.
1. Make the Small Handle (page 23).
   Make the Saucer (page 24).
   Make the Steam (page 25).

2. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of
   2-2½” Cup Background squares. Layer 1-2½” Cup Background
   square, right sides together, on each end of the 1-8½” x 2½” Cup
   bottom as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼” from the
   diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle.

3. Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows.

   10½” x 14½” with seams.
Block 3

From the Layer Cake™ prints:
- Cup top: 1-6½" x 2½"
- Cup middle: 1-6½" x 4½"
- Cup bottom: 1-6½" x 2½"
- Handle: 2-1½" x 2½" 1-1½" x 3½"
- Saucer: 1-8½" x 1½"

These pieces were cut on page 2:
- Steam: 3-2" squares
- Cup Background: 8-1½" squares 1-1½" x 2½" 1-1½" x 3½"
- 3-2" squares 1-2½" square 1-2½" x 8½" 2-5" x 5½"

Cutting

10½" x 14½" with seams.
1. Make the Large Handle (page 23).
   Make the Saucer (page 24).
   Make the Steam (page 25).

2. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 2-1½" Cup Background squares. Layer 1-1½" Cup Background square, right sides together, on each end of the 1-6½" x 2½" Cup bottom as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Sew to the corner to form the triangle.

3. Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows.
**Cutting**

*From the Layer Cake™ prints:*

**Cup top:** 1-6½" x 1½"

**Wreath:**
1 red, 1 white, & 1 green 3¼" square.

Cut each square twice on the diagonal to make quarter square triangles.

4-light green 1½" squares

3-green 1½" x 2½"

**Solid White:** 3-2½" squares

4-1½" x 2½"

**Cup bottom:** 1-6½" x 2½"

**Handle:** 2-1½" x 2½"

1-1½" x 3½"

**Saucer:** 1-8½" x 1½"

**Steam:** 3-2" squares

**Cup Background:**

6-1½" squares

1-1½" x 2½"

1-1½" x 3½"

3-2" squares

1-2½" square

1-2½" x 8½"

2-5" x 5½"

**These pieces were cut on page 2:**

**Saucer:** 1-8½" x 1½"
1 Make the Large Handle (page 23).
Make the Saucer (page 24).
Make the Steam (page 25).

2 Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 4-1½" Light green squares.
Layer squares, right sides together with white squares and rectangles, as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle. Follow the diagrams to make a total of 4 units.

3 Join 1 white, 1 green and 2 red triangles to make the bow. (You’ll have extra triangles.) Combine the bow and units from step 2 with white rectangles, green rectangles, and 1 white square as shown to make the wreath.

4 Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows.
10½" x 14½" with seams.

**Cutting**

*From the Layer Cake™ prints:*

- **Cup top:** 1-6½" x 2½"
- **Pinwheels:**
  - 2 green-2" squares
  - 8 red-2" squares
  - 8 teal-2" squares
- **Solid White:** 18-2" squares
- **Handle:**
  - 2-1½" x 2½"
  - 1-1½" x 3½"
- **Saucer:** 1-8½" x 1½"

*These pieces were cut on page 2:*

- **Cup Background:**
  - 6-1½" squares
  - 1-1½" x 2½"
  - 1-1½" x 3½" (3 pieces)
  - 1-2½" square
  - 1-2½" x 8½"
  - 1-5½" x 10½"
1. Make the Large Handle (page 23).
   Make the Saucer (page 24).

2. Make 4 green, 16 red and 16 teal 1½” half square triangle units; pair the prints with 2” white squares (page 24). Join the half square triangle units as shown to make 1 green, 4 red and 4 teal pinwheels. Sew the pinwheels together to make the Cup Center.

3. Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows. Add the steam (page 26).
**Block 6**

**Cutting**

*From the Layer Cake™ prints:*
- Cup top: 1-8½" x 3½"
- Half square triangle units: 4-2" squares Print 1, 4-2" squares Print 2
- Cup bottom: 1-8½" x 2½"
- Handle: 3-1½" x 2½"
- Saucer: 1-8½" x 1½"

*These pieces were cut on page 2:*
- Steam: 5-1½" squares
- Cup Background: 4-1½" squares
- 1-1½" x 2½"
- 4-2½" squares
- 2-2½" x 3½"
- 2-4½" x 7½"

10½" x 14½" with seams.
1. Make the Small Handle (page 23).
   Make the Saucer (page 24).
   Make the Steam (page 25).

2. Make 8-1½" half square triangle units (page 24).
   Combine the 8 half square triangles units as shown.

3. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of
   2-2½" Cup Background squares. Layer 1-2½" Cup Background square, right
   sides together, on each end of 1-8½" x 2½" Cup bottom as shown. Sew on the
diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form
   the triangle.

4. Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows.

   10½" x 14½" with seams.
Example text from the page: "Cutting

From the Layer Cake™ prints:
Cup top: 1-8½” x 3½”
Half square triangle units:
  4-2” squares Print 1
  4-2” squares Print 2
Cup bottom: 1-8½” x 2½”
Handle: 3-1½” x 2½”
Saucer: 1-8½” x 1½”

These pieces were cut on page 2:
Steam: 5-1½” squares
Cup Background: 4-1½” squares
  1-1½” x 2½”
  4-2½” squares
  2-2½” x 3½”
  2-4½” x 7½”

10½” x 14½” with seams.
1. Make the Small Handle (page 23).
   Make the Saucer (page 24).
   Make the Steam (page 25).

2. Make 8-1½" half square triangle units using the print and solid 2" white squares (page 24). Combine the 8 half square triangles units as shown.

3. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 2-2½" Cup Background squares. Layer 1-2½" Cup Background square, right sides together, on each end of 1-8½" x 2½" Cup bottom as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle.

4. Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows.

10½" x 14½" with seams.
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10½" x 14½" with seams.

**Cutting**

**From the Layer Cake™ prints:**
- Cup top: 1-6½" x 2½"
- Cup middle: 1-6½" x 2½"
- Cup bottom: 1-6½" x 4½"
- Handle: 2-1½" x 2½" (1-1½" x 3½"
- Saucer: 1-8½" x 1½"

**These pieces were cut on page 2:**
- Steam: 3-2" squares
- Cup Background: 8-1½" squares
  - 1-1½" x 2½"
  - 1-1½" x 3½"
  - 3-2" squares
  - 1-2½" square
  - 1-2½" x 8½"
  - 2-5" x 5½"
1. Make the Large Handle (page 23).
   Make the Saucer (page 24).
   Make the Steam (page 25).

2. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 2-1½" Cup Background squares. Layer 1-1½" Cup Background square, right sides together, on each end of 1-6½" x 4½" Cup bottom as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle.

3. Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows.
**From the Layer Cake™ prints:**
- **Cup top:** 1-6½” x 2½”
- **Cup bottom:** 1-6½” square
- **Handle:** 2-1½” x 2½”
  1-1½” x 3½”
- **Saucer:** 1-8½” x 1½”

**These pieces were cut on page 2:**
- **Cup Background:** 6-1½” squares
  1-1½” x 2½”
  1-1½” x 3½”
  1-2½” square
  1-2½” x 8½”
  1-5½” x 10½”

10½” x 14½” with seams.
1. Make the Large Handle (page 23).
   Make the Saucer (page 24).

2. Assemble the Cup as shown. Press in the directions of the arrows. Add the steam (page 26).
1. Sew 3 Cups and 2-2½" x 14½" Sashing strips together as shown to make 1 row. Make 3 rows. Sew the 3 rows and 2-2½" x 34½" Sashing strips together.

2. Add the 2-2½" x 46½" Sashing strips to the quilt sides. Add the 2-2½" x 38½" Sashing strips to the quilt top and bottom.
3 Add the 2-2½" x 50½" Inner Borders to the quilt sides.
Add the 2-2½" x 42½" Inner Borders to the quilt top and bottom.
Add the 2-4½" x 54½" Borders to the quilt sides.
Add the 2-4½" x 50½" Borders to the quilt top and bottom.

4 Layer, quilt and bind. ENJOY!
Large Handles

(A) Join 1-1½" x 3½" Handle and 1-1½" x 3½" Cup Background.

(B) Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 2-1½" Cup Background squares.

(C) Layer 1-1½" Cup Background square, right sides together, on 1-1½" x 2½" Handle rectangle as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle. Repeat as shown on a second 1-1½" x 2½" Handle rectangle.

(D) Join the units as shown and add Cup Background pieces to assemble the Handle.

Small Handles

(A) Join 1-1½" x 2½" Handle and 1-1½" x 2½" Cup Background.

(B) Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 2-1½" Cup Background squares.

(C) Layer 1-1½" Cup Background square, right sides together, on 1-1½" x 2½" Handle rectangle as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle. Repeat as shown on a second 1-1½" x 2½" Handle rectangle.

(D) Join the units as shown and add the Cup Background rectangle to assemble the Handle.
**Saucer**

Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 2-1½" Cup Background squares. Layer 1-1½" Cup Background square, right sides together, on each end of 1-8½" x 1½" Saucer rectangle as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼" from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle.

½"  
8½" x 1½"  
½"

Saucer 8½" x 1½" with seams

**Half Square Triangle unit**

Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of the lighter 2" square. Layer the marked square, right sides together, on second square as shown. Sew ¼" from each side of the diagonal line. Cut on the diagonal line. Press open toward the darker print to make 2 half square triangle units. Trim the units to 1½" square.

1½"  
8½" x 1½"  
½"  
½"

Makes 2.

2 Half Square Triangle units 1½" square with seams
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Steam for Blocks 2, 6 and 7.

(A) Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 5-1½” Steam squares.

(B) Layer 1-1½” Steam square, right sides together, on 1-2½” x 5½” Cup Background square as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼” from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle. Repeat as shown on the same Cup Background square. Repeat to make 2 units.

(C) Layer 1-1½” Steam square, right sides together, on 1-2½” x 3½” Cup Background rectangle as shown. Sew on the diagonal line. Trim ¼” from the diagonal line. Press to the corner to form the triangle.

(D) Join the units as shown to make the Steam. Sew 1-4½” x 7½” Cup Background rectangle to each side of the Steam.

Steam for Blocks 3, 4 and 8.

(A) Make 6 half square triangle units (page 24). Combine 5 units as shown to make the Steam. One is extra.

(B) Add 1-5” x 5½” Cup Background to each side of the Steam.
Stitching the Steam

Note: Enlarge the steam pattern 200%.
Trace the pattern after enlarging, using a removable marker.
Use 3 strands of grey floss and the running stitch.